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 26 Snippets Latest news and updates from the beauty and wellness industry

 28 New openings Salons and spas that have been launched in the country 

 30 Main interview Rolando Sáez visualises beauty as a global concept, which 
is directly linked to hair and make-up. His work is characterised by innovation 
and unique techniques which he uses from the beginning to the end of the 
process. He shares his professional journey with us

 38-40 At the helm Shahnawaz Nayyer, CEO Hair Pro Division and Chief Executive 
Advisor, Proline Group carries a glorious legacy of 20 years spent well in 
developing India’s hair industry. He shares his vision for the group and plans 

 42 Role model Founder and Creative Director of VANNILLA Salon in Mumbai, 
Mallika Pirani was not looking for a career in the salon business. From being 
a Science graduate to taking up a diploma in hairdressing, Mallika’s journey 
has been full of surprises 

 52 In  uencer James Ferreira has decades of experience in creating style 
stories. In an exclusive conversation, the veteran designer talks about 
sustainable design, the importance of hair and make-up, and more 

 54-63 In focus It is no more only about reversing the signs of ageing or hiding them 
with make-up, instead the current dynamic is aligned towards prolonging 
youthfulness of the skin. Over the years, the segment has moved at great 
speed with highly skilled aestheticians offering enhancement procedures 
imaginable to the Indian audience 

 66-69 International stylist Emotionis Collection, by Luciana Sabariz, is a glorious 
photo-essay typifying the hairstylist’s journey and expertise in the world of 
hairdressing

 71-80 Beauty Topping his class at a beauty school gave Shaan Muttathil the 
con  dence to take up make-up artistry as a career. Today, as one of 
Bollywood’s favourite celebrity make-up artist, he has worked with A-listers 
like Jacqueline Fernandez, Chitrangdha Singh, and more;  Ashish Girdhar 
shares insights on the innovative Dermacol Makeup Cover; Trendy nail art 
straight from the runway; Product launches in beauty care, and more 

 81-86 Spa focus Nestled in the picturesque Kullu Valley, Bouri Spa at ShivAdya 
Resort & Spa is greatly inspired by the local architecture of the Himalayan 
region, and believes in sustainable tourism; Rajat Rialch, Founder of Rakkh 
Resort near Dharamshala, shares his thoughts on Baanka Spa and the 
industry at large; Spa packages 

 87 Events The social calender of what is happening when and where

 88-89 Step-by-step Recreate the intricate cut

 90 Celeb style Last seen in Sacred Games, the versatile actress Kubbra Sait 
reveals her make-up and hair favourites, curly hair challenges, and upcoming 
projects 
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